The objectives of this study were (1) 
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Carla: U said "O".
Bob: I said it because I got surprised! Learn about emoticon! Do not blame me for everything!
In that dialogue, the writer of the message-Bob said -O‖ because he got surprised that his girlfriend was sick. Meanwhile, Carla as -the reader‖ of Bob message‖ misinterpreted Bob's word as his indifference towards her condition that time. It happened because the various meaning of -O‖ itself. At a glance, that case looked trivial but it caused someone's life or behavior changed. The context created in that dialogue could be recognized easily by the reader's thought if the writer of the message said it in a real situation by face-to-face. The difference was it was written in the written text, that is, a message by using a telephone call or through internet without using video call. Therefore, reading is not just reading matter but also it involves many aspects.
One of the aspects of reading is the use of stylistic. Through stylistic, the words contain in the text can trigger the readers' feeling and reaction when they read it whether positively or negative one. Related to that, Simpson (2004) said to do stylistics is to explore creativity in language use. It can enrich ways of thinking about language and, as observed, exploring language offers a substantial purchase on the understanding of the texts. In other words, stylistics can make the readers of the text think beyond their mind to get what the writer tries to convey to them.
One of the example of reading text is in the form of advertisements from various style ranged between live ads around traffic light or just casual board on the streets. The message that the users of advertisement sell some remain simple but some others reflect the real situation faced by people in their life. Russian advertisement is one of them. If in commercial breaks, Russian ads tend to be more logical and straight to the point rather than western ones while in advertisement board or advertising slogans, Russian ads are closer to real life reflection whether it talks about political view, love or daily ones. However, this study was emphasized only in describing the use of linguistic stylistics in Russian advertising slogans and the interpretation of the literal meaning of that slogans. In the end, the significance of this study will broaden the readers' mind especially the students in interpreting something that looks superficial but needs closer attention and deep analysis further. 
SLOGAN WRITERS
Not everyone can write a slogan. It is best to hire a professional writer to help with grammar and creative use of words. You can hire a copywriter, hire a freelance writer or use an advertising agency to come up with your next slogan. You can also ask for feedback or have brainstorming sessions with your employees. Some employees, including sales staff members, might be too close to the product or service to write an effective slogan, because their opinions and thoughts are biased. Slogans should be honest and not make false promises about your company or product, because that will only annoy and frustrate consumers.
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SLOGAN EXAMPLE
There are a number of good slogans that have been used in advertising. Many have been around for decades, and consumers immediately associate those slogans with a particular brand, company or product. For example, "Just do it" has been Nike's slogan for decades. Another example is Wheaties cereal's "Breakfast of champions" slogan, because it tells consumers that the product is a breakfast food and insinuates that consumers should eat it because star athletes do. Apple's "Think different" slogan entices consumers by advertising a different kind of technology product and a think-outside-the-box approach to its products.
RUSSIAN ADVERTISING SLOGAN
The picture above is the advertising of USSR slogan. The slogan was even said in a very popular USSR movie "Храните деньги в сберегательной кассе".. The text has communist style. The image for the slogan. The translation -"Keep your money in a savings bank". Храните -keep; деньги -money; в -in. сберегательной кассе = savings bank.
Communists respect people very well. In Russian language if people want to say to a person with respect then they must add "те" to the end of the word. "Храни" = "keep" but without respect. Current advertisement treats people without respect, but soviet people treated with respect. Thus, people said "храниТЕ".
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE
With its host of suffixes and prefixes, and idiomatic flourishes, Russian is extremely colorful in fiction. On the other hand: (a) its words are generally longer than, say, in English;
(b) its word-forming power is lower; (c) many words, especially in high technologies, can where it is used in English at that (!?), nobody can understand it. Besides, in the post-Soviet environment the phrase has a police connotation -in Russian the first meaning of the word dokumenty is ID.
ADVERTISING IN RUSSIA
The Russian advertising scene can be best described by the Biblical phrase: the blind leading the blind. Blind agencies leading blind advertisers. 
CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC DIFFERENCES OF ENGLISH VERSUS RUSSIAN IN LANGUAGE ADVERTISING
These cultural and linguistic differences have the following consequences in Englishlanguage and Russian-language advertising (Six, 2007):
1. English advertising uses many abstract words, highly abstract phrases, and incomplete constructions that can be interpreted in many ways. Thus, it is the listener who connects the advertised product and the conveyed image and, in this way, English ads involve the buyer. Ambiguity is commonly used, as in -Just do it!‖ In contrast, because Russian words are more concrete and descriptive, the translation of many abstract slogans is either impossible, or results in clumsy foreign-sounding language use. Russian tends to avoid incomplete sentences, since incompleteness can result in ambiguity. 
English uses questions and imperatives to identify
DEFINITION OF STYLISTICS
There are many definitions of stylistics. In Encyclopedia Britannica (2015) , stylistics is the study of the devices in languages (such as rhetorical figures and syntactical patterns) that are considered to produce expressive or literary style. Meanwhile, said that stylistics is a label that covers the whole complex of varieties and styles that make up ‗a' language-comprehending such differences as the distinction between written and spoken English, monologue and dialogue, formal and informal, scientific and religious, and many more. For some people, stylistics means simply ‗the study of the language of literature', ‗the study of the language habits of specific authors' which is rather misleding and back-to-front way of approaching the subject. It is true that the concept of ‗style' is generally discussed in a literary context, and usually restricted to those linguistics features which define a single author's (or a literary group's) individuality-as when people talk of Shakespeare's style, or the style of the Romantic poets. But the dramatic, original, vivid expressions which may find in literary language is only fully interpretable if people view it against the backdrop of their everyday use of language. Literary language is language being usedin a special way;
it is never (even in the most'conversational' of dramas, as in some of Pinter's plays) a faithful reflection of everyday speech, and it may depart very considerably from the grammatical and other norms of such speech (as in the example from Dylan Thomas or E.E. Cummings which linguists are so fond of citing in discussing this point). People may and do , of course, respond to literary language in a quite unconscious, direct, sensitive way, and this requires no reference to non-literary usage; but as soon as people wish to explain the basis of a literary linguist effect , either to themselves or to others, then people need to make some reference to the normal pattern of language which the author has manipulated in order to produce this effect. Stylistics in this context, is simply a technique of explication which allows people to define objectively what an author has done in his or her use of language. Other point of view of stylistics derived from Burke (2014:20) . He said that stylistics, or'literary linguistics' as it is sometimes called, is the study and analysis of texts; it is in particular , although not exclusively, the study and analysis of literary texts 
METHODS
The method of the study was descriptive. Descriptive research designs help provide answers to the questions of who, what, when, where, and how associated with a particular research problem; a descriptive study cannot conclusively ascertain answers to why.
Descriptive research is used to obtain information concerning the current status of the phenomena and to describe "what exists" with respect to variables or conditions in a situation
The present tense is used to give people the idea that they must do similar actions right now (not in future).
Semantics
The use of rhetorical device in the advertisement is analogy. Analogy -compares two different things that have some similar characteristics. The meaning of the slogan and a happy man with the documents have similar characteristics
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
From the analysis and interpretation above, the stylistic features in Russian advertising slogan were clear and not ambiguous. They were conveyed the way they are. They knew their audiences well as it was shown from the advertisements above. Semantically, from one to seven advertisements , metaphor often appeared. From Lexicology, most of the words were easy to be interpret by the consumers , only in the part of law advertisement was a bit difficult. The Syntax that the advertising slogan used commonly in the form of declarative and imperative sentences. Grammar used in the advertisements contained suitable tenses with the moment shown in that ads.
The power of stylistics can also help people to understand in more depth the ways in which the style of texts can help to influence the perceptions of readers in more everyday situations, such as listening to political speeches, responding to advertisements and so on, people need stylistics because much of their lives are negotiated through language and though this language is well-described in structural terms by descriptive linguistics, and in contextual terms by such disciplines as discourse analysis and pragmatics, there remain insights about textual meaning that are addressed more effectively by a discipline which arose from literary studies, took on the apparatus of linguistics, and with the text at its core, became a powerful discipline in its own right. It is better for people who interest in analyzing the texts using stylistic to get deeper to the object. 
